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Installation Instructions for BSCW61
1) Use the 1/2” x 1 1/4” machine bolt, lock washer and nut to install the rectangular spacer plate beneath
the cross member of the closing wheel H-frame using existing hole above the spring adjusting bolt.
2) Remove the closing wheel.
3) Using the 3/8” x 1” carriage bolts and lock nuts provided, install the angled support brackets with the
pointed corners forward and the top of the brackets parallel to the top of the closing wheel H-frame arm.
The angled part of the support brackets will be pointing towards the furrow. (Note: Support brackets
are right and left and are not interchangeable). Using the bolt holding the closing wheel for rear
hole in bracket and 3/8” x 1” carriage bolt in front hole.
4) With the 5/8” x 4” bolts, spacers and lock nuts provided, mount the hubs to the angled support bracket.
The long part of the hub should face away from the furrow. Install 5/8” lock nut on the furrow side of the
support brackets.
5) Install the wheel marked TW3813-L4 on the right side with the part number facing the furrow. Wheel bolt
should be inserted through the hub first and then the wheel.
6) Repeat for the left side using the wheel marked TW3813-R4.
Note :


Left and right is referenced from behind the machine facing the direction of travel.



Will not work with recessed H Bracket.
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